ART AND DESIGN (INCLUDING INTERIOR DESIGN)

Master's


CHILD DEVELOPMENT

Doctorate


CLOTHING AND APPAREL

Doctorate


Flothe, K. (2021). The pedagogical intersection of material culture and apparel design scholarship at a midwestern university. University of Nebraska. Advisor: Mary Alice Casto.


Master's


EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Doctorate


Master's


**FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION/OUTREACH**

**Doctorate**


**Master's**


**FAMILY RELATIONS**

**Doctorate**


**Master's**


**FAMILY/CONSUMER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT**

**Doctorate**


Burcher, S. (2021). *Making sense of debt financed education from the perspective of young adult student loan borrowers: Does higher education still have value and meaning if you have to repay loans?*. University of Minnesota. Advisor: Joyce Serido.


**Master's**

FOOD SCIENCE

Doctorate


Master's


HOUSING & ENVIRONMENT

Doctorate


Master's


HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (INCLUDING GERONTOLOGY)

Doctorate


Master’s


**INSTITUTION, HOTEL, AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT**

**Doctorate**


**Master's**

INTERDISCIPLINARY (INTERNATIONAL, HEALTH, OTHER)

Doctorate


Master's


MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY

Doctorate


Master's


MERCHANDISING

Doctorate


Master's


**NUTRITION AND DIETETICS**

**Doctorate**


Master's


TEXTILES

Doctorate
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